IOWANS ARE LEADERS IN DEBATING LEAGUE

IOWA VS. ILLINOIS
CHAMPIONSHIP OF MIDDLE WEST

DEPARTMENT BASKETBALL
WILL BEGWT JANUARY 10
League Schedule Outlined by Managers Yesterday

At a meeting of the department managers yesterday a schedule for the coming year was made. The first game will come a week from Saturday, December 14. Two games will be played on that date, engineers vs. doctors and arts vs. law. Tuesday after that two games will be played until the schedule is complete. The first game will be held at 7:30 and the second will follow immediately after the first.

A change was made by the managers yesterday in the order of the changed earlier arrangements. It was first reported that no "I" men would be allowed in the inter-departmental games. It was decided to let them play. They are of different schools, therefore, which means that all classes will be greatly matched.

The schedule follows:


To Speak at Church.

The coming of Professor Charles Y. Pratt, principal of the Minneapols High School, which is an educational institution of interest to the students. Professor Williams says of him, "He secured the admittance of our strongest university men; during the ten days there." Professor Pratt will speak at the Christian church on Iowa avenue, next Monday evening, 7:30. The subject will be, "Presidentialism in China."

No charge for the lecture, though a $1 offering will be received.

G. U. Committee Appointed

President J. G. Bowman yesterday announced the Greater University League, which is on the way.

Bowman, chairman, Faculty members—Dr. J. H. Frey, Dr. H. H. Fiddian, Dean Austin W. Scott and Prof. C. E. Rockwell, athletic representative.


In Looking for Teachers

Professor George N. Brooks, of the Minneapols school, which is on the way.

Brooks, chairman, Faculty members—Dr. J. H. Frey, Dr. H. H. Fiddian, Dean Austin W. Scott and Prof. C. E. Rockwell, athletic representative.


Committee Nominated to Audit Accounts

ASHTON NAMES STUDENTS FOR SENIOR COMMITTEES

Appointment of Auditing Committee

Misses New Effort to Keep Track of Money

President Edgar Ashton of the similar class yesterday announced the appointment of the committee on finance. The members of the committee are as follows: Prof. F. C. Briggs and Leon Powers, seniors; Alvin A. Proctor, junior; Ethel Thomas, sophomore; and Professors George C. Patton and John A. Anderson, faculty.

A new feature this year, and one which is intended to be very much a factor in the outcome of the debate, is the auditing committee. This committee has the charge of the registration of funds which come in. Its duties are as follows: The committee will hold the accounts, audit each voucher and find any way. means of mirrors. Word signs are their power to bring about that end. (Continued on Page 5.)

REGIMENTAL SOCIAL CLUB
IN PROGRESS WITH WELL-ESTABLISHED

Men Are Learning Use of Flags and Mirror Signals

The most recent addition to the university regiment, the signal corps, is proving to be a valuable feature. Under the supervision of Captain Carty the signal corps are practicing nightly and day. The present drill is held outside and combined with drills on a limited scale. Weather being set in. After that little work will be continued in the near future.

The men are now being instructed in wig-wagging or transmitting messages through sign of light. This system is not only used in the regular service and is valuable for ranges of less than one mile. The signal is separated into three divisions, each consisting of two receivers and two senders.

After the fall work has been closed, the regiment will take up. Holographing is a method of transmitting messages or orders by telegraphs. The orders are written on a special type of mirror and the system is available for great distances. This feature makes it especially valuable in times of war. The object of the work in the university is not to train for service here but enable defense that will make its opponents humble to win. The members themselves have put forth every effort possible to attain perfection, and nothing has been neglected that will help toward a victory. The Iowa team which will fight for Old Gold is headed by R. E. Ashton, a member of the debating society who has been interested in the debates here for two years. The debates which will take place this year are meant to be listened to by an interested public. A suite was de- signed which was described in the last lecture, combined to make a composition of some length and dignity, and yet popular and easily comprehensible style. In England they are known as "Lesmes," in France, "Ordon" and "Clock," in Italy and "Mitt." Special attention was given in the lecture to the finale of each eighteen minute session. The highest strategies among these two composers were born in the early days of the 19th century. The next lecture will be on December 11.

Lecture Program

Professor Gustav Schleicher's lecture "The holders of the great öde the world," which was listened to attentively by an interested audience. A suite was de- signed which was described in the last lecture, combined to make a composition of some length and dignity, and yet popular and easily comprehensible style. In England they are known as "Lesmes," in France, "Ordon" and "Clock," in Italy and "Mitt." Special attention was given in the lecture to the finale of each eighteen minute session. The highest strategies among these two composers were born in the early days of the 19th century. The next lecture will be on December 11.
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IOWA WELL REPRESENTED

Those who realize the importance of the American Physical Society to the development of physics in this country and the future of the student and graduate students at the recent Thanksgiving meeting of the American Physical Society at Chicago, there were only a few institutions that had as large a representation, the physics department professor, his physics department professor, four papers which were well received. Only two other institutions from many papers on original work as did the University of Iowa.

Honor is lived that is deserving of the appreciation of others. Thus enthusiastic encouragement may go a long way towards influencing the final outcome, it will stimulate in depressing moments, and restrain in others. It is, however, the earliest wish that the appreciation of the ability and efforts of the students will be painlessly gained. Let both teams be cheered.

Complete courses in Bookkeeping, Banking, Short-hand, Typewriting, and Penmanship. Write us today for our catalog.

Dr. L. E. Darby

PERIOD

For month . . .. .. .. ..... . . 35 tJ

It is refreshing to note that the past year has been successful and different from the past year, for the team as an efficient body to uphold the honor of the school and the team spirit of the entire school. I am writing and am glad to see you again.

Dr. L. E. Darby

THE DEBATE TONIGHT

Iowa has an enviable reputation at state this evening on the campus.

For half a dozen brave home university has been engaged in amassing a record at Victoria in debating contests that have been universally known. The team has been swaying and decisive of the reality that has been that.

It is understood that both opponents have teams of unusual merit and for that reason a bitter struggle is anticipated. Under these circumstances a victory will be significant.

A herculean achievement work which has won the lot of the several members of the team for its inestimable value.

But at the same time their reasons for the final honors are boused, and the necessity of hard and careful thought made apparent. Sidewalk there is the added strength of a partitive desire to uphold the past starling every speaker squarely in the face and addressing him to do his utmost under penalty of establishing himself and his team as an exception in what has become well high a role. It is suddenly believed that it is well within the capacity of the present team to win. They have won with sincerity and courage and are thoroughly cognizant of the extreme duty that they are expected to perform.

The student body owes it to the honor of the university to attend the debate and witness the largest possible number. Moreover, the men on the team should be doing that deserving credit. A little enthusiasm encouragement may go a long way towards influencing the final outcome, it will stimulate in depressing moments, and restrain in others. It is, however, the earliest wish that the appreciation of the ability and efforts of the students will be painlessly gained. Let both teams be cheered.

Complete courses in Bookkeeping, Banking, Short-hand, Typewriting, and Penmanship. Write us today for our catalog.

Dr. L. E. Darby

All the Lunch Dainties

Olives, Biscuits of All Kinds, Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Grandstand The Busy Grocer

225 Iowa Avenue

Iowa City, Iowa

Telephone Number 58

C. J. Toms, Prop.

GEORGE D. BARTH, Grocer

We have always been of the opinion that cleanliness should be the all important characteristic of a Grocery Store. Our array of customers have come to understand this and we attribute much of our success in the Grocery business to our efforts in this direction.

Why not buy your Groceries at the store which sells all the best and saves you money at the same time.

The Pure Food Emporium

6 and 8 South Dubuque Street.

THE BIJOU

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

TWO WEST, WINE AND WOLF

The Musical Banana and Singing Wolf.

LUCIA DAVIS

Gayle Singer

LORD & LOVEL

American Novelty, "Hangover Land.

COLEMAN & MEXIS

A Real Shooting Art

The Only Bright Spot in Town

A Large Percentage of the Dance Programs

Put out last

YEAR WERE PRINTED AT

The Citizen Printing House

See Them if You Need Anything in This Line.

We serve the best lunches and hot drinks in the city

The Coll-gie Inn and Candy Kitchen
REMARKIND

The following suggestions may help you to select a gift which will make “That Man’s Christmas” most pleasant. Hundreds of people are worrying or will be worrying about what to get some man for Christmas. If you, will come to Max Mayer’s your problem will be solved. You will find hundreds of practical things that will be just the kind of symbol of friendship that you will want to give. You will enjoy looking around and you will certainly be welcomed.

SMOKING JACKETS VESTS UNDERWEAR HABERDORES BILL FOLDS AUTOMOBILE GLOVES SILK BARTERS FUR CAPS SHIRT STUDS CUFF BUTTONS SWEATERS KID GLOVES PURSES SILK SOCKS

UMBRELLAS CIGAR CASES CIGARETTE CASES COLLAR BAGS TOILET CASES TRAVELING BAGS BATH ROBES SHOE PINS MUFFLERS WHIST SETS AUTOMOBILE COATS NECKWEAK ASH TRAYS

OPER A HATS CARD CASES LIBRARY SETS OVERCOATS MANICE SETS DRESS BLOGS PAGNAYS FUR LINED GLOVES MANHATTAN SHIRTS M MD. FIBES SEWING ACCESSORIES

Also many things to delight the women

EACH THE BEST OF ITS KIND From a house with a Good Name

Clothes of Character

The Home of Happy Dresses

DUNKEL’S ORCHESTRA

PETERS CHOCOLATE PONDS CREAMS AND EXTRACT For Sale

TRY THOMAS For Hunting Goods

UNIVERSITY PRESS CO.

On the Square

Offside Play or Social Play Call for SOCIETY PRINTING

There’s only one place in Iowa where they know how—to that’s ours.

Correct Styles Correct Prices Everything the Latest

Light Saves The Eyes

We Furnish It. Costs no more than old methods

Iowa City Gas & Electric Co.

Finest Line of Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco, Inc., in the City. Reports by unlimied of the National and Ameri- can Leagues.

—AT—

Fink’s Cigar Store

Reichardts

“NUFF SED”
A Christmas Souvenir

$4.00 for Six

$7.50 Per Dozen

Souvenir Trays, 75c each
NEW - ATTRACTIVE - DURABLE
This is a Metal Tray. It can be used as a Card or Ash Tray, and various other uses.

Makes a Fine Christmas Present

Sorority and Fraternity Jewelry in Seals, Crests, and Raised Greek Letters.

Souvenir Leather Goods 50c to $1.50
The Largest Stock of SOUVENIR SPOONS in the city.

Iowa FOBS 50c to $4.00

"The Store of Quality"

OPEN
203 E. Washington
EVENINGS
ST STREET

OR OUR TERMS-
C. O. D. STRICTLY
We buy for cash-
Hence our low prices. If you are a cash buyer play the same game; It Will Pay You.

Delivery guaranteed for Xmas.

LARGEST LINE OF ALL PURE WOOL FABRICS FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN IN CENTRAL IOWA.

Tailors For

SAUER & CO.
126 S. Clinton St.

Men and Women

Phone 9218

All kinds of Winter warmest clothes. We are open all day Monday to Saturday.

APPEARANCE OF CHARITY
THURS. HAWKEYE WRESTLERS

Matches With Nebraska and Iowa Are Planned.

The appearance of Frank Gehat tonight has added a new interest to the work on the Rug.